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MASTER CYLINDER ADAPTER SET
WARNING
1.  Do NOT  reuse old brake fluid. Use new  DOT3 or DOT4 brake fluid as specified by the manufacturer of the vehicle in the owner’s manual or service information (shop 

manual).
2.  After bleeding the brakes, test the operation of  brake pedal. The pedal when pressed should be feel firm, indicating there is little or no air in the system. If  the pedal 

feels spongy or soft, continue bleeding the brake system.
3.  After bleeding the brakes,  test drive the vehicle at low speeds. Drive the vehicle at higher speeds only when testing at low speeds is successful.
4.  Brake fluid is corrosive and will damage painted surfaces. Be prepared to wipe off any brake fluid that spills or sprays onto paint quickly using soap and water.
5.  Wash off any brake fluid that contacts your skin or hands quickly using soap and water.

6.  When cleaning dust off of brake calipers, use brake parts cleaner only. Do not use compressed air to blow off brake dust.

Brake Bleeder Procedures:
1.  Raise and support vehicle and remove wheels if necessary to access brake bleeder screws from their 

locations on brake backing plates and calipers. Select some clear plastic tubing that will fit snugly over 
the nipple portion of the brake bleeder screw. Cut about 2’ of tubing for use later in this procedure. See 
Figures (a) and (b).

2.  Clean the outside of the master cylinder reservoir with a clean, lint-free rag, removing any dirt that 
might otherwise fall into the brake fluid. Disconnect any wire connectors from the master cylinder cap. 
Remove the master cylinder cap. See Figures (c) and (d). 

3.  Stir the fluid in the reservoir with a pencil so that any dirt that has settled to the bottom is stirred into 
suspension. Using a turkey baster or similar suction devices, suck as much dirty brake fluid from the 
reservoir as possible. See figures (e) and (f).

4.  Add brake fluid to refill the master cylinder, filling the reservoir as close as possible to the top of the 
reservoir. Screw or turn on the appropriate master cylinder cap adapter to the top of the reservoir. See 
Figure (g).

5.  Attach the hose from a Power Brake Bleeder tool or accumulator, (not included) to the nipple on the top 
of the master cylinder cap adapter. Pressurise and operate the the Power Brake Bleeder tool according 
to the tool manufacturer’s operation manual.

6.  Attach the clear plastic line cut in step No. 1 to the bleeder valve on the wheel furthest from the master 
cylinder. Place the other end of the line in a container suitable for catching the brake fluid. See Figure 
(g) and (h).

7.  Using a line wrench, open the bleeder valve slowly. See Figure (i). Continue opening until clean brake 
fluid is passing freely through the plastic tubing and dirt, air bubbles and air are no longer visible in the 
tubing. See Figure (j), (k) and (l).

8.  Close the bleeder valve and move to the wheel that is next furthest from the master cylinder. Attach 
air line to the bleeder valve as described earlier. Repeat steps 6 and 7. Move to the next closest wheel 
when clean brake fluid is observed in the plastic tubing.

9.  Repeat these procedures for the brakes at the remaining wheels, renewing the pressure at the brake 
bleeder tool as described by the tool manufacturer’s operation manual, if necessary. Disconnect the 
pressure to the Power Brake Bleeder Tool when all 4 brakes have been bled.

10.  Stuff or wrap a shop towel or other cloth around the brake fluid reservoir. Slowly detach the quick dis-
connect fitting from the brake adapter. Catch any fluid that leaks with the shop towel. Remove the brake 
adapter from the master cylinder and set aside the tool, adapter and brake fluid.

11.  Using a turkey baster or similar suction device, suck the excess brake fluid from the reservoir until the 
level reachs normal as indicated by the markings on the reservoir.

12.  Replace master cylinder cap. Replace wheels and tires as necessary and lower and test drive as neces-
sary.

CAUTION: Before driving the vehicle, depress the brake pedal to ensure that it is firm. Continue bleeding if 
pedal is not firm.

NOTE: Test the brakes at slow speed first at a slow speed.
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